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ABSTRACT
Author Samuel Siltanen
Title Efficient Physics-Based Room-Acoustics Modeling
and Auralization
The goal of this research is to develop efficient algorithms for physics-
based room acoustics modeling and real-time auralization. Given the room
geometry and wall materials, in addition to listener and sound source posi-
tions and other properties, the auralization system aims at reproducing the
sound as would be heard by the listener in a corresponding physical setup.
A secondary goal is to predict the room acoustics parameters reliably.
The thesis presents a new algorithm for room acoustics modeling. The
acoustic radiance transfer method is an element-based algorithm which
models the energy transfer in the room like the acoustic radiosity tech-
nique, but is capable of modeling arbitrary local reflections defined as bi-
directional reflectance distribution functions.
Implementing real-time auralization requires efficient room acoustics
modeling. This thesis presents three approaches for improving the speed
of the modeling process. First, the room geometry can be reduced. For this
purpose an algorithm, based on volumetric decomposition and reconstruc-
tions of the surface, is described. The algorithm is capable of simplifying
the topology of the model and it is shown that the acoustical properties of
the room are sufficiently well preserved with even 80 % reduction rates in
typical room models. Second, some of the data required for room acous-
tics modeling can be precomputed. It is shown that in the beam tracing
algorithm a visibility structure called “beam tree” can be precomputed effi-
ciently, allowing even moving sound sources in simple cases. In the acoustic
radiance transfer method, effects of the room geometry can be precomputed.
Third, the run-time computation can be optimized. The thesis describes two
optimization techniques for the beam tracing algorithm which are shown to
speed up the process by two orders of magnitude. On the other hand, per-
forming the precomputation for the acoustic radiance transfer method in the
frequency domain allows a very efficient implementation of the final phase
of the modeling on the graphics processing unit. An interactive auralization
system, based on this technique is presented.
UDC 534.84, 004.021, 004.92, 004.94
Keywords room acoustics modeling, auralization, virtual reality
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Tekijä Samuel Siltanen
Työn nimi Tehokas fysikaalinen huoneakustiikan mallinnus ja
auralisaatio
Tämän tutkimuksen tavoite on kehittää tehokkaita algoritmeja fysikaali-
seen huoneakustiikan mallinnukseen ja reaaliaikaiseen auralisaatioon. Kun
huoneen geometria ja seinien materiaalit sekä kuuntelijan ja äänilähteen pai-
kat ja muut ominaisuudet on annettu, auralisaatiojärjestelmä pyrkii tuotta-
maan äänen, jonka kuuntelija kuulisi vastaavassa fyysisessä asetelmassa.
Toissijainen tavoite on ennustaa luotettavasti huoneakustisia tunnuslukuja.
Väitöskirjassa esitellään uusi algoritmi huoneakustiikan mallinnukseen.
Akustinen radianssinsiirtomenetelmä on elementtipohjainen algoritmi, jo-
ka mallintaa energiansiirtoa huoneessa akustisen radiositeettialgoritmin ta-
paan, mutta kykenee mallintamaan mielivaltaisia paikallisia heijastuksia,
jotka on määritelty kaksisuuntaisina heijastusjakaumafunktiona.
Reaaliaikaisen auralisaation toteutus vaatii tehokasta huoneakustiikan
mallinnusta. Tämä väitöskirja esittää kolme lähestymistapaa mallinnuspro-
sessin nopeuden parantamiseksi. Ensiksi, huoneen geometriaa voidaan yk-
sinkertaistaa. Tätä tarkoitusta varten on kuvattu algoritmi, joka perustuu
tilavuushajotelmaan ja pinnan uudelleenrakennukseen. Algoritmi kykenee
yksinkertaistamaan mallin topologiaa ja on näytetty, että akustiset ominai-
suudet säilyvät jopa 80 % pelkistysasteilla tyypillisten mallien tapaukses-
sa. Toiseksi, osa huoneakustiikan mallintamiseen tarvittavasta datasta voi-
daan esilaskea. On osoitettu, että keilojenseuranta-algoritmissa näkyvyysra-
kenne nimeltään “keilapuu” voidaan laskea tehokaasti niin, että jopa liik-
kuva äänilähde on mahdollinen yksinkertaisissa tapuksissa. Akustisessa ra-
dianssinsiirtomenetelmässä huoneen geometrian vaikutus voidaan esilaskea.
Kolmanneksi, ajonaikaista laskentaa voidaan optimoida. Väitöskirjassa ku-
vataan kaksi optimointitekniikkaa keilojenseuranta-algoritmiin. Näiden on
osoitettu nopeuttavan prosessia kaksi kertaluokkaa. Toisaalta, suorittamal-
la esilaskenta taajuustasossa akustisessa radianssinsiirtomenetelmässä, tu-
lee mahdolliseksi mallinnuksen viimeisen vaiheen erittäin tehokas toteutus
grafiikkaprosessorilla. Tähän tekniikkaan perustuen esitellään vuorovaikut-
teinen auralisaatiojärjestelmä.
UDK 534.84, 004.021, 004.92, 004.94
Avainsanat huoneakustiikan mallinnus, auralisaatio,
virtuaalitodellisuus
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1 INTRODUCTION
The thesis concentrates on showing how the room acoustics modeling pro-
cess can be performed efficiently and physically accurately in the context
of real-time auralization. This means that when given a room model with
a geometry and material description, sound source properties, listener prop-
erties and a sound signal, the goal is to reproduce the sound heard by the
listener as if he were in the corresponding physical room containing that
sound source emitting that sound signal. In addition, the listener should be
able to move in the room and be able to hear the changes in the sound in real
time, i.e. at a rate that still sounds natural to a human listener.
Since computational resources are always limited, it is impossible to
reach the goal described above perfectly. Some simplifying assumptions are
required to reduce the task to a level on which the modern computer hard-
ware is efficient enough for real-time computation. On the other hand, since
the other goal is to use a physics-based modeling approach, the simplifying
assumptions should be kept to a minimum.
The goal of physics-based modeling means that the propagation of
sound should be modeled as well as possible. Some acoustical effects that
are often ignored by the well-known geometrical room acoustics modeling
techniques [162] are:
• diffraction
• non-ideal reflections
• late reverberation.
This thesis shows that these effects can be incorporated in the presented
room acoustics modeling techniques without sacrificing the computational
performance.
1.1 Scope of This Thesis
Three approaches are taken to improve the efficiency of the acoustics mod-
eling and auralization process:
• simplification of the room geometry
• precomputation of the sound propagation in a room model
• optimization of the run-time computation and auralization.
Figure 1.1 shows how the different approaches contribute to the overall goal.
The geometry reduction process simplifies the complex room geometry to a
level of detail that can be handled by the acoustics modeling algorithms in
a reasonable time. Then, one of the several room acoustics modeling tech-
niques can be applied to produce an intermediate acoustic transfer model for
all the data that does not change in run-time. This acoustic transfer model
can speed up the real-time processing, since only the computation for the
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Figure 1.1: Relationships between the different research areas can be seen in
the diagram. The input data consists of a room model, one or multiple sound
sources, one or multiple listeners and one or multiple dry sound streams.
The result of the processing should be spatial sound, which corresponds to
the input data.
changing data (i.e. listener) has to be performed. Even the run-time process
can be optimized and possibly run on the graphics processing unit (GPU)
while the central processing unit (CPU) is free to, e.g., process the signals
for the final auralized output.
Modeling sound sources is beyond the scope of this thesis. Simple
spherically radiating point-like sources are used when a source model is
required. However, generalizations to more complex sources are possible in
some cases, which is indicated in the text when appropriate.
Listener modeling and sound reproduction are also beyond the scope
of this work. There are several alternative loudspeaker reproduction sys-
tems [120, 135] for output as well as head-related transfer function (HRTF)
models for headphone listening [53, 88, 121]. When implementing auraliza-
tion, one HRTF model has been chosen, but any other output system could
be applied with small changes.
The room acoustics modeling approaches presented in this thesis are
limited to computing the effects of locally-reacting room surface geometry.
Modeling structural vibrations is not within the scope of this thesis. The
medium is assumed to be non-dispersive (linear). Figure 1.2 illustrates the
limits of the research area of this thesis in the context of an auralization
system.
1.2 Simplifying the Room Geometry
Since the efficiency of most of the room acoustics modeling methods de-
pends on the complexity of the room geometry, reducing it should produce
performance gains in most cases. The geometric models of the rooms used
for visualization purposes are often detailed, but the acoustics of the room is
not significantly affected by small details. Thus, creating an “acoustic ver-
sion” of the room makes sense. Preparing such a version manually can be
very laborious. An automatic geometry reduction tool could make the task
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Figure 1.2: The thesis concentrates on the effects of the room surface geom-
etry with a linear medium. More general acoustic modeling would require
a volumetric model of the room. Modeling sound sources and receivers is
necessary for auralization, since the sound must be emitted into the room
and then detected by a listener, but that is not part of this research.
easier.
The simplification process should still preserve the acoustical properties
of the room as well as possible. On the other hand, it should be able to
produce models with the desired level of detail. Publication [P1] presents
one technique for this purpose.
1.3 Precomputing an Acoustical Model
If the geometry of the room is static, i.e. it is not expected to change in
run-time, some parts of the computation can be done beforehand and the
results of the computation can be stored in an appropriate data structure. If
the sound source is also static, even more data can be precomputed. Then,
most of the computation has already been performed before the position and
orientation of the listener is fixed. Thus, updating the results when changing
the listener position can be very efficient.
Visibility is one property that can be precomputed. This is the basic idea
behind the beam tracing algorithms [47]. Publication [P2] concentrates on
improving the beam tracing technique.
Another approach is to discretize the geometry, i.e. split the model into
elements, and precompute the acoustic relationships between the elements.
There are already several modeling techniques that use elements, but pub-
lication [P3] presents a novel technique: acoustic radiance transfer. The
properties of the algorithm are discussed later.
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1.4 Optimizing the Run-time Computation
The run-time computation for real-time auralization must be efficient. In
addition to the acoustics modeling, listener modeling and signal processing
must also be performed. The acoustic model must be updated whenever the
listener moves and the lag between the listener movement and the change
heard in the output signal should be tolerable. This requires a highly opti-
mized implementation of all parts of the run-time computation.
When using the beam tracing approach, it is likely that the reflection
paths for two listener positions close to each other are very similar. This
coherence can be utilized for a moving listener, since his position is likely
to change only a little in one step. Publication [P2] shows how the beam
tracing algorithm can thus be optimized.
On the other hand, modern graphics cards are very efficient in parallel
processing and employing them in element-based acoustics modeling can
lead to an efficient implementation. Publication [P4] describes how the run-
time phase of the acoustic modeling and the listener modeling can be run on
the GPU, while the CPU does the signal processing.
While Publication [P4] presents a complete auralization system for the
room acoustics modeling method presented in publication [P3], publica-
tion [P2] describes only the room acoustics modeling part of the system
without the signal processing and listener modeling. However, this room
acoustics modeling method can be used for real-time auralization as well
by using the techniques presented in publication [P4] or utilizing other au-
ralization frameworks [83, 129]. Validation of the techniques is done by
comparing the extracted room acoustics parameters to those measured in a
real room. The room acoustics parameter prediction is a secondary goal of
the presented methods.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. In section 2 the most relevant previous
research is reviewed. The new acoustical models which serve as a founda-
tion for the presented modeling algorithm in publication [P3] is described in
section 3. The geometry simplification technique for producing low-detail
geometry is presented in section 4. Section 5 covers the precomputation
phase algorithms, including beam tracing, and acoustic radiance transfer.
Section 6 concentrates on the run-time computation optimizations and the
auralization system. Section 7 summarizes the results of the thesis and sug-
gests future research topics.
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2 RELATED RESEARCH
The research related to the topic of the thesis is reviewed in this section.
First, the many approaches to geometry reduction are surveyed. Then, the
various room acoustics modeling methods are discussed. Finally, some re-
search related to real-time auralization is presented.
2.1 Geometry Reduction
The following discussion assumes the original room model to be a polyg-
onal mesh. This representation is general enough for most purposes. Each
polygon represents a wall or a part of a wall and some material properties
can be linked to it. Most of the previous research on geometry simplification
has been in the area of computer graphics, but the algorithms can usually be
viewed in a more general context. Figure 2.1 shows a taxonomy of geom-
etry simplification techniques. There are two basic approaches: decimation
of the existing surface and reconstructing a new surface. [54, 117]
Decimation Algorithms
The decimation algorithms remove elements of the surface by using some
heuristics. The removed elements can be vertices, edges, or triangles (or
parts of triangulated polygons). Vertex clustering techniques can also be
classified into this category.
In the vertex removal approach [155] the vertices are ordered accord-
ing to an error metric and the vertex whose removal causes the least error
is removed first. Also the polygons attached to the vertex are removed and
replaced by a fewer number of new polygons. The process of choosing the
vertex that causes the least error is repeated as many times as necessary to
achieve the desired level of reduction. When the error metric is recomputed
from the reduced model after each vertex removal, the errors tend to accu-
mulate and thus deteriorate the model. There have been attempts to improve
the situation by storing error values at the vertices neighboring the removed
one [154, 7] or storing the removed vertices themselves [157]. Some vari-
ants of the algorithm use the distance from the original surface as an error
metric [23]. In other algorithms it is explicitly required that the original
surface is within a certain distance from the reduced surface [89]. Since
the requirement is set for the original surface, it is still possible the some
parts of the reduced surface to be further of the original surface. A simi-
lar requirement is that reduced surface is within a certain distance from the
original surface [27, 182], which allows some parts of the original surface to
be further from the reduced surface, but not the other way round. Material
data or curvature can also be taken into account by the error metric [7, 176].
There are also various approaches to the triangulation of the gap caused by
removed polygons. The task can be simplified into a 2-dimensional prob-
lem [89, 137] or a greedy algorithm can be used [176]. Some algorithms
spend more effort to find a nearly optimal triangulation [157, 23]. A com-
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mon limitation of the vertex removal algorithms is that they cannot change
the topology of the object and thus the reduction rate is sometimes limited.
Vertex clustering algorithms cluster together nearby vertices and replace
them with one new vertex. The simplest algorithm uses a regular grid on the
geometry and clusters vertices inside each cell [141]. The vertices can be
graded according to their importance and the grade can be used to choose
the placement of the new vertex, which can either be a weighted average of
the clustered vertices or the vertex with the highest grade. A more flexible
approach is to use floating boxes around the highest graded vertices as clus-
tering volumes [116]. A hierarchical approach is also possible where the
clusters are clustered into larger clusters [118]. At the finest level clusters
contain only one vertex and at the coarsest level the whole object. Also in
this case, there are several heuristics to chose the new vertices represent-
ing the clusters [150, 151]. Vertex clustering techniques can simplify the
topology, but the quality of the reduced models is usually not high. Cracks
and gaps can be created in the models which can be problematic in room
acoustics modeling.
Edge collapsing is perhaps the simplest approach to geometry simplifi-
cation since no retriangulation is needed. An edge is collapsed into a vertex
by pulling the end points of the edge together. Thus, two triangles are ef-
fectively removed. The simplest algorithm assigns each edge the cost of
collapsing it and orders the edges according to that cost. The edges are then
collapsed in order until the desired error tolerance is reached. The cost met-
ric can be the squared distance of the new vertex to the planes of the neigh-
boring triangles and the vertex is placed so that it minimizes that cost [140].
The squared distances to the planes of the adjacent triangles can be writ-
ten by using a symmetrical matrix. The sum of the squared distances can
simply be found by summing the matrices. Using this matrix formulation
is called the quadric error metric [57, 55] and, with some modifications, it
can also be used with sharp edges, boundaries, and edges at the boundaries
of different materials [56, 44, 45, 72]. There are edge collapsing algorithms
which try to preserve the volume of the objects either explicitly [62, 63] or
as a part of the chosen error metric [106, 158]. Also, several other error
metrics have been suggested [75, 70, 71, 43, 134, 142, 108, 92, 181]. There
are different approaches to placing the collapsed vertex. Most of the algo-
rithms use the position that minimizes the error metric. Some algorithms
use one of the end points of the edge [92]. The placement that preserves
the volume [62, 63, 106, 108] has also be shown to be effective compared
to other approaches [107]. In addition to the quadric approach, there have
been other algorithms which try to handle the material properties through an
edge collapse [25, 26, 136, 24]. Since, in its basic form, the edge collaps-
ing algorithms cannot change the topology of the model, which can limit
the reduction, using controlled topology simplification with it has been re-
searched [41, 42]. Yet, there is a version of the edge collapsing algorithm
that tries to recognize which features of the model are important and con-
trol the reduction accordingly [1]. Edge collapsing works well also when
the original models are very large [104, 105]. Although the edge collapsing
algorithms work very well with models with smooth surfaces, they are not
as well suited for reducing models with rectangular features, such as rooms.
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There are also triangle removal algorithms [59, 64], but since removing
a triangle can be presented as a series of edge collapses [167] and requires
an additional examination of the surface prior to the removal, the technique
has little independent value.
Surface Reconstruction Algorithms
The surface reconstruction methods can either work on the surface or on
the volume. One of the surface remeshing methods is wavelet-based reduc-
tion [113, 114], where the detailed surface is decomposed into a coarser
surface and a wavelet base and coefficients which represent the difference
to the detailed surface. The detailed surface can be reconstructed by sub-
division of the coarse surface and perturbing the vertices according to the
wavelet representation. The level of details can be controlled by filtering
the coefficients. The original algorithm required that the surface can be
formed by subdivision, but this constraint can be removed by re-meshing
the object [40]. The wavelet decomposition can also be done for material
properties [20] and a hierarchical level-of-detail structure can be created by
using a quadtree [61].
If there are point samples available from the surface of an object, the
surface can be reconstructed by fitting bicubic surface patches to the data
while assuring continuity at the patch boudaries [152]. The level of details
can be controlled by beginning with a coarse approximation and subdivid-
ing the patches until the fitting error is small enough. However, it is possible
to use the same framework for simplifying objects whose surface is known.
This can be done by sampling the surface and reconstructing it with a de-
sired level of detail with the bicubic patches as if only the sampled data were
available [80]. Instead of the bicubic patch approach, direct mesh optimiza-
tion techniques can be used [74, 73]. They can reconstruct the surface from
an unorganized set of points. A somewhat similar approach is to place the
desired number of vertices on the surface to be simplified, add repulsion
forces between the vertices, and then let the vertices move on the surface
until the repulsion energy is minimized [173]. The simplified triangle mesh
can be obtained by creating triangles between the vertices by utilizing the
connectivity information of the original mesh.
Yet another important group of surface reconstruction algorithms con-
sists of the polygon merging techniques. Especially when there is a large
number of nearly coplanar polygons, this approach can be efficient. A sim-
ple approach is to choose a polygon randomly and merge adjacent polygons
to it until the error becomes too large [80]. A more sophisticated algorithm
groups the polygons into coplanar sets, for which there are efficient algo-
rithms [143], and then removes the edges shared by more than one polygon
in the sets [68]. If the polygons in a set are allowed to deviate slightly from
the coplanarity criterion and if the edges of the sets are also simplified, even
more impressive results can be achieved [84]. There are also algorithms
that guarantee a certain distance between the original and the simplified sur-
faces [175].
In volumetric topology simplification algorithms the geometry is in-
serted into a volumetric structure. In the most simple case, the volumetric
structure is a regular 3-dimensional grid [66, 130]. The grid cells do not con-
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tain information about the original surface, but some other information, such
as “density” values [66, 67]. The density values can be obtained by applying
a filter kernel over the surface so that the density depends on the distance
from the surface. There are standard algorithms for creating isosurfaces for
3-dimensional density data, such as the marching cubes [112], which can be
used for reconstructing a surface which lacks details smaller than the order
of the cell size. The cell size thus determines the level of simplification. It
should be noted that coarser simplifications require less computation time
and space, while detailed reconstructions can cost too much for pratical pur-
poses [5]. The resulting surface might still need an additional simplification
by using another algorithm, but that should be easier since the volumetric
approach has removed complex topological structures. The reconstructed
surface can be simplified further by using, e.g., standard edge collapsing al-
gorithms [130, 6]. There are some variations of the basic algorithm. The
volumetric structure can be hierarchical [67, 5, 6]. Some algorithms do not
use density values but record whether a volumetric cell is inside or outside
the simplified object [5, 6, 130]. Then, it is possible to reconstruct a new
surface from a hierarchical structure directly and not as an isosurface [5, 6].
In general, the output of the volumetric techniques is not depedent on the
detail level or the topology of the original model, and thus they can be used
for radical reductions.
2.2 Room Acoustics Modeling
The goal of room acoustics modeling is to compute the sound field in a room
when the sound sources and the room geometry and material properties are
known. In theory, the sound field can be described by wave equations and
appropriate boundary conditions for the walls, but finding analytical solu-
tions for all but the most trivial cases is very difficult. Thus, there are two
basic approaches for constructing the field. One is to model propagating
wavefronts with rays. Thus, the sound is assumed to travel along a straight
path and reflect when encountering obstables. The other approach is to solve
an appropriate wave equation numerically, which requires that the space is
discretized into elements. The first approach is referred to as geometrical
room acoustics and the latter one as wave-based room acoustics. Figure 2.2
shows a taxonomy of room acoustics modeling techniques. There exist per-
ceptual models also [171], but since the goal of the thesis is physics-based
modeling, they are not covered here.
Geometrical Room Acoustics
The assumption is that in a homogenous medium the sound travels along
straight paths or rays. When the modeled wavelength is small compared to
the obstacles in the room, this assumption is fairly safe. But when longer
wavelengths are modeled, a diffraction model is required to compensate for
the errors caused by the ray assumption. The different geometrical room
acoustics modeling methods are disscussed first, then some diffraction mod-
els, followed by general reflection modeling, and finally the methods used
in room acoustics prediction software.
There is a simple technique for modeling ideal specular reflections. The
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wave front emitted by a source and reflected at a plane is the same as the
wave front emitted by the source mirrored at the plane. Thus, reflections
can be modeled by creating a mirrored source, i.e. an image source, for
each plane in the room geometry. Then the receiver gets contributions both
from the real source and from the image sources which correspond to the di-
rect field and the once-reflected fields, respectively. In addition, new image
sources can be created for the first image sources, thus modeling the twice
reflected field also. Higher order reflections can be modeled by creating
new image sources of the image sources up to the desired order. It should be
noted that the number of image sources grows exponentially in relation to
the reflection order for an arbitrary geometry. However, in a general case, all
the image sources are not valid since some computed paths from the image
sources to the receiver do not actually hit the reflecting walls or the paths
are occluded by other walls. Thus, explicit validity and visibility tests are
required. In practice, the image source method is useful for computing only
the first few reflection orders. An impulse response can be constructed from
the reflection paths by computing their lengths and applying appropriate dis-
tance attenuation and delay. Also, when the paths hit the walls, their strength
must by multiplied by the wall reflection coefficient to account for absorp-
tion. The quantity used in the computation is typically pressure and thus the
phase information can also be computed from the path lengths. [3, 13]
It is possible to optimize the image source method by never creating the
invalid image sources. This can be done by beam tracing [36, 47, 48, 49, 51,
50, 125, 124]. Given a polygonal room model, a cone or beam is created for
each polygon so that its apex is the sound source and its base is the polygon.
These beams form the first level of a beam tree. The next level is created
by mirroring each beam at the plane of the base polygon and splitting the
mirrored beam for each polygon it intersects. The apex of each new beam
is the image source and the base is the intersecting polygon. The beams are
further mirrored at the planes of the intersecting polygons until the desired
depth is reached. All the beams are stored in the beam tree in a hierarchy
where the original beams are parents of the reflected and split beams. The
beam tree can be created as a precomputation step. Then it is relatively
quick to find the reflection paths. This can be done by examining whether
the receiver is inside a beam. Then the path can be found by traversing the
beam tree upwards from the beam containing the listener. There are vari-
ants of the beam tree algorithm. If the intersecting polygons are accurately
cut against the beams and the beams are split if they encounter occluding
polygons, no additional path validity checks are required. Otherwise the
same kind of test is required as in the image source method. Although the
computational requirements are remarkably reduced compared to the image
source method, the problem of exponential growth still exists. Fortunately,
the beams tend to get narrower for higher reflection orders, and the number
of beams remains low enough for interactive computation of the early part
of the impulse response.
Another approach to geometrical room acoustics modeling is ray trac-
ing [97, 133]. Instead of explicitly computing the specular reflection paths,
a large number of rays is sent from the sound source and they are traced to
find where they hit. If a ray hits a wall, it is reflected and traced further. The
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receiver is modeled as an object having a volume, typically a sphere, and
an intersection test is performed between the rays and the volume. If there
is an intersection, the ray contributes to the response at the receiver. The
rays are thought to carry a portion of the energy of the sound sources. The
energy is attenuated by the distance and some of it is absorbed at the reflec-
tions. The tracing can be stopped when the energy of a ray is neglible. The
lengths of the reflection paths determine the delays. It should be noted that
the quantity accumulated at the response is energy, not pressure. The energy
response can be easily used for computing room acoustics parameters and
thus ray tracing is often used in the room acoustics prediction software. It is
not as common a technique in auralization systems. Since a limited number
of rays is sent from the source, some reflection paths might be missed or
their contributions might be miscalculated [101]. To improve the accuracy
the rays are sometimes split at reflections or a hybrid system is used where
the early reflections are computed by an image source method. Still, ray
tracing can be more flexible than the image source or beam tracing meth-
ods, since the reflections do not have to be ideally specular. An arbitrary
reflection pattern could be used and the direction of the reflected ray could
be randomly chosen by using the pattern as a probability distribution of the
reflection direction. Ray tracing can also be used for validating the reflection
paths in the image source method.
One problem with the ray tracing approach is that the receiver must have
a volume, and the shape and size of the volume thus change the results. The
ray tracing technique can be modified by sending cones or beams from the
source instead of rays [35, 179]. Then a point-like receiver can be used.
This technique resembles the beam tracing technique, but accurate clipping
of the cones or beams is not performed and the initial beams may overlap.
Typically a radius which increases with distance is used with a ray to deter-
mine the cone. Although some sources also refer to this technique also as
beam tracing, a more appropriate name would be cone tracing to distinguish
between the two slightly different approaches.
Ideal specular reflection is the most appropriate reflection model for
smooth, hard surfaces. But often surfaces are rough or have a detailed
structure. It is infeasable to model the detailed geometry with millions of
polygons. Instead, larger flat surfaces with diffuse reflection properties can
be used as a decent approximation. Although ray tracing could be used to
model the diffusion [98], there is a room acoustics modeling method which
is based specifically on diffuse reflections: acoustic radiosity. The radios-
ity method has been used extensively and successfully in computer graph-
ics [29, 28, 60] and its acoustics counterpart has also been shown to perform
well in certain cases [172, 132, 131, 69]. In the method, the geometry is split
into surface elements or patches. It is then possible to compute the energy
transfer between each pair of patches, when the diffuse or Lambertian re-
flection is assumed. The transfer coefficients, i.e. form factors [153], can
be gathered in a large matrix where the elements describe the portion of the
energy leaving one patch and arriving at another. In the acoustic radiosity,
the time delay must be also taken into account. The energy response can be
computed by sending the energy from the sound source to all the patches
which are visible to it and storing the received impulse at the patches. The
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impulses, scaled by the form factors and appropriately delayed, are then
sent from each patch to all the other patches visible to that patch, and the
arriving impulses are again stored at the receiving patches. Then the patches
will have energetic responses stored at them. The responses are sent further
to other patches, scaled and delayed as before, and the process is repeated
until the transferred energy in neglible. Eventually each patch will have a
time-dependent energy response corresponding to the effects of the room
geometry to the energy sent by the source. The last step is to gather the
energies from the patches to the receiver to construct the final energy re-
sponses. The computation time per energy propagation step is proportional
to the square of the number of elements, but, on the other hand, the number
of elements is constant, which leads to a constant computation time for each
reflection order. Thus, exponential growth is not a problem as it is with the
approaches using the specular reflection. In addition, by using the progres-
sive radiosity approach, which prioritize the transfer according to the energy
on a patch [178], the computation time could be further reduced. Still, the
diffuse reflection model limits the use of this technique.
Regardless of the geometric room acoustics modeling technique, the
constructed field has one defect. There is a sudden jump in pressure or en-
ergy levels when the receiver moves from a region where the sound source
is directly visible to a region where it is occluded. According to the laws
of physics such a jump cannot occur, but the transition should be smooth.
To correct this defect, edge diffraction models have been developed to be
attached to the geometrical acoustics solutions. In auralization, the effect of
diffraction can be significant [166, 17]. Biot and Tolstoy derived an accu-
rate analytical solution for an infinite length wedge of perfectly specularly
reflecting material [11]. Later Medwin et al. interpreted the presented so-
lution according to the Huygen’s principle as a total contribution from in-
finitely many point sources along the edge and used that view as a basis for
deriving the corresponding solution for a finite length wedge [122]. Svens-
son et al. wrote the solution in the form of a line integral which can readily
be used with the geometrical room acoustics modeling methods [161]. The
numerical stability of this method has further been improved [160]. The
usual approach to compute the diffraction with this model is to place several
point sources along the modeled edge and using the diffraction model as an
emittance pattern for those secondary sources [18]. The computational load
can be significant if a large number of sources has to be used. It is also
interesting to note that the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin diffraction model could be
used as a geometric acoustics modeling method as such [19]. This diffrac-
tion model has also been compared to measured data in a real room, and it
shows quite a good agreement [115, 110].
Other, more approximate solutions to the edge diffraction problem ex-
ist. One of them is the Kirchhoff diffraction approximation which, how-
ever, has been shown to fail in certain cases [78, 87]. Other simplified for-
mulations include the geometric theory of diffraction [85] and the uniform
theory of diffraction [93] which are high-frequency asymptotic solutions.
For auralization purposes the more approximate solutions might be suffi-
cient [170, 168], since fast computation is more important than the accurate
sound levels, but for physics-based room acoustics prediction the more ac-
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curate solution would be more appropriate.
Specular and diffuse reflections are not the only kind of reflection mod-
els that can be used in acoustic modeling. In reality, the acoustic reflections
can have a more complex directional dependence, which is often simplified
to absorption and diffusion or scattering coefficients [31, 177]. In computer
graphics there has been research on applying more general reflection mod-
els, especially in radiosity-like systems [16, 77, 156, 99]. The concept of
bidirectional radiance distribution functions (BRDFs) [128] is used to de-
scribe a general reflection. This work has inspired some of the research in
this thesis.
Typically, hybrid models are used in room acoustics prediction software.
This is because both specular and diffuse reflections must be modeled. One
technique might be effective for one type of reflection while an other al-
gorithm is more appropriate for another type of reflection. Some systems
use cone tracing and radiosity-like algorithms [103] and others use image
source and ray tracing models [127]. On the other hand, some techniques,
such as cone tracing, can model both specular and diffuse reflections effi-
ciently and it has also been used in room acoustics prediction software [35].
The different room acoustics modeling programs have been compared to
measured data and it has been noted that while their modeling is quite ac-
curate in general, some wave-based phenomena are not properly taken into
account [14, 15].
Wave-based Room Acoustics
In the wave-based room acoustics modeling methods the goal is to numer-
ically solve the appropriate wave equation with the given boundary con-
ditions. Either the space is divided into volume elements or the surface
is divided into boundary elements. The size of the elements determines
how high frequencies can be modeled. Typically 6-10 elements per wave-
length are required. In time domain methods, the sampling frequency must
also fulfill the requirements of the samping theorem. Then the computa-
tional requirements can be proportional to the fourth power of the modeled
frequency. This limits the use of wave-based methods to low frequencies,
where the number of elements is computationally affordable. On the other
hand, at the higher frequencies the benefits of the wave-based methods are
practically lost, since if the source signal has sufficient variation, the high-
frequency wave phenomena cannot be heard in a typical auralization set up.
In most of the wave-based methods, modeling the boundary conditions re-
quires more effort than in the geometrical acoustics, especially for a fully
absorbing boundary. The fully absorbing boundary is required when mod-
eling infinite spaces, since the computation must be limited to a finite space.
Then to avoid reflections from the virtual boundary modeling infinity, it
must absorb everything. [162]
One approach with volume elements is to estimate the gradients and
derivatives in the wave equations by finite differences and evaluate the
field only at one point inside the element. This leads to finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) techniques. One of them is the digital waveguide
mesh [147, 126]. Each element affects its neighboring elements, and the
relationships between the elements are derived by using finite differencies
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instead of differential operators in the wave equation. The computation is
performed by updating the element values step-by-step in the time domain.
The cubical elements used in the technique cause some problems. Model-
ing non-axis aligned walls is difficult without staircase-like approximations.
Undesired dispersion also occurs since the propagation speed is different
in different directions. Several improvements have been suggested, such as
using interpolated meshes [145], different stencils for calculating the up-
dated values [174] or tetrahedral elements [37, 38]. There is also frequency-
related dispersion which can be decreased by using frequency-warping tech-
niques [148, 149]. Modeling different boundary conditions also requires
special techniques [94, 95]. The benefits of this type of algorithm is that it
is relatively simple to implement and efficient compared to the other wave-
based methods. Another very similar modeling technique is the transmission
line method [81, 82, 96].
A more accurate solution can be achieved by the finite element method
(FEM), where the volume elements can have arbitrary shapes and size, but
the pressure is forced to be continuous across the boundaries and the field
satisfies the wave equation inside the elements [33, 39]. Given the initial
state, a system of equations can be solved to solve the whole sound field.
The solving process is typically more expensive computationally than in the
FDTD methods, but since the modeling is more accurate the elements can
be larger. However, if the system of equations is written is a matrix form, the
resulting relationship matrices are usually sparse, since the volume elements
are mostly affected by their neighboring elements. This observation allows
optimizations of the computational process.
Using boundary elements instead of volume elements reduces one di-
mension. In the boundary element methods (BEM) the open air is not ex-
plicitly modeled, but only the surfaces. The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral
equation allows writing the sound field inside or outside a surface as a dis-
tribution of particle velocity and pressure on the surface. Thus, the surface
can be discretized into elements and given the field quantities at the sur-
face elements, the whole field can be constructed. By using the same kind
of an integral formulation, relationships between the surface elements can
be computed. Given the initial state, a similar system of equations can be
solved as in the FEM. However, now the relationship matrix is typically
full and non-symmetrical, which prevents using most optimization methods.
The boundary elements can be effectively thought of as secondary sources
and the solving process as finding the source signals that satisfy the bound-
ary conditions. Again, it is assumed that there is a sufficient number of
elements per modeled wavelength. It is possible to solve the field for point
frequencies in the frequency domain or the impulse response in the time do-
main [91]. The iterative time domain computation can more be efficient than
the frequency domain computation if the full-band impulse response must
be modeled. The results of the previous time step are utilized when com-
puting the next time step. The process is somewhat similar to the radiosity
method in geometrical acoustics althought the quantities to be solved are
different. [32, 165, 163]
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2.3 Real-time Auralization
In real-time auralization, the acoustics modeling technique is an important
part of the system, but sound rendering [164] is required to make the re-
sults audible. There are basically two approaches: convolving the modeled
impulse response with a dry sound or rendering each reflection path sepa-
rately [90]. Then there are several issues which must be taken into account.
Especially, the chosen reproduction system determines which kind of signal
processing is required. Interactivity sets some constraints to the system and
special care must be taken when handling a moving listener. On the other
hand, the applicability of the GPU to acoustic modeling have been noted by
a few authors.
Reproduction
The spatial sound can be reproduced by using two or more channels. With
two channels, headphones or two loudspeakers with cross-talk cancellation
are used [10, 100]. There are multichannel reproduction systems such as
vector base amplitude panning (VBAP) [135] or Ambisonics [120]. Yet
another option is to use wave field synthesis [159] to reproduce the field.
When using headphones, it is necessary to model the effects of the
listener’s head, shoulders, and pinnae, since they modify the signal ar-
riving at the eardrums [12]. These effects are modeled as a head-related
transfer function (HRTF) which can be based on an artificially constructed
model [9, 58, 21] or on measured data [53]. Simply interpolating the
measured data is often impractical since the memory available is limited,
and thus compressed models utilizing some kind of basis functions have
been suggested. Examples are models that use principal component anal-
ysis [121, 88, 123], eigentransfer functions [22], and spherical harmon-
ics [46]. When using these techniques, the input sound signal is typically
convolved with a head-related impulse response. Another approach is to
construct an appropriate finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impulse
response (IIR) filter [119] and apply it to the signal.
Signal Processing for Auralization
If the real-time auralization system handles the reflections separately, one
common approach is to design filters which account for reflection from ma-
terials, distance, and air absorption [76]. Such an approach can be imple-
mented efficiently, but explicit reflection paths are required.
When the results of the room acoustics modeling process are given as
a room impulse response the convolution approach must be used. Then,
it is necessary to handle the sound in blocks, since convolving the whole
sound is not possible if the sound is streaming and in theory the length of
the sound is infinite. The convolution can be efficiently performed in the
frequency domain as a multiplication which requires applying the discrete
Fourier transform to the source signal [2]. The blocks can be combined back
to a continuous stream by using the overlap-add technique [4]. In addition,
it should be noted that an appropriate window must be applied to avoid
artifacts [65].
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Interactive Auralization Systems
There are a few complete real-time auralization systems. The DIVA system
utilizes two room acoustics modeling techniques [111, 109, 146]. The early
reflections are modeled by the image source method and the late reverbera-
tion by an artificial reverberation algorithm. The diffraction phenomenon is
also modeled by using the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin model. A similar approach
has been used in other auralization systems [83, 129].
A statistical model has been used for the late reverberation since the
computation times using the methods modeling specular reflections increase
rapidly as the reflection order increases. Another approach that has been
suggested is to model the early part of the response with the image source
method, but to use ray tracing for modeling diffuse reflections for the late
part of the room impulse response [102]. In addition, the image source
method can be improved by using a scene graph to prune the unnecessary
computation in complex models.
GPU in Acoustic Computations
The use of the graphics processing unit (GPU) in acoustical computations
has been researched. Gallo and Tsingos implemented two typical signal
processing tasks required in acoustics modeling on the GPU [52]. The tasks
were applying a variable delay-line and simple filtering. Although the given
test cases did not improve the speed, they concluded that the GPU could
speed up the computation compared to the CPU implementation in future
graphics cards with more flexible architectures.
The GPU has also been used in a system computing the first order
scattering and diffraction effects by utilizing the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff in-
tegral theorem and the Kirchhoff approximation [169]. This formulation
allows using common computer graphics techniques, such as shadow map-
ping [34], displacement mapping [30], and mip-mapping [180], which can
be effectively implemented on the GPU. The system allows computing solu-
tions much faster than only with the CPU and also modeling very complex
geometries oﬄine.
The ray tracing technique has been implemented on the GPU and the
modeled reflection paths have been rendered audible [79, 139]. Recent re-
search in computer graphics on ray tracing has been utilized in the GPU
implementation. Also the computation of convolutions and sound synthesis
is done on the GPU by shaders. Even the sound data, geometry, and material
definitions are stored as texture on the GPU memory. Only the final results
are written back to the CPU for playback.
In addition, the GPU has been used for efficiently computing room
acoustics with the waveguide mesh technique [138]. The entire compu-
tation is implemented as a fragment shader and it is shown that the GPU
implementation is 1.5–12 times faster than the corresponding CPU imple-
mentation.
2.4 Summary of the Related Work
The related work on geometry reduction, room acoustics modeling, and real-
time auralizarion was reviewed. Regarding geometry reduction, it was noted
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that there are both decimation and surface reconstruction algorithms. The
decimation algorithms were based on removing elements of the existing sur-
face while the surface reconstruction algorithms build a new surface. Since
radical reduction is required for removing acoustically insignificant details,
the surface reconstruction seems better suited for reduction of room geome-
try. Especially, volumetric approaches offer means of control over the detail
level in reduction.
The room acoustic modeling methods in general were divided into wave-
based methods and geometrical room acoustics. Although the wave-based
methods are usually more accurate they are also computationally more de-
manding, and thus geometrical acoustics is more often used in auralization
systems. In particular, for modeling specular reflections, the beam tracing
approach seems to be the most efficient. There is also work on acoustic ra-
diosity. There the computational requirements do not grow exponentially as
the length of the modeled responses is increased, which is a problem in the
image source based methods. However, the reflection model in the radiosity
method limits its applicability. Overcoming this limitation would provide
an efficient room acoustics modeling method.
Finally, the issues related to the real-time auralization were discussed.
Reproduction systems can even affect the final stages of the room acoustics
modeling. The signal processing must be efficient and the graphics pro-
cessing unit could be utilized in the computation. There are a few existing
real-time auralization systems, but they are usually capable of modeling ac-
curately only the early part of the room impulse response.
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3 NEW ACOUSTICAL MODELS
Pressure is one of the most common quantities which are used to describe
the sound field excited by a source. Since the field is often assumed time
harmonic, modeling the frequency-dependent phase information becomes
meaningful. Both magnitude and phase can be represented with a complex
number pressure values. Other commonly modeled quantities are particle
velocity and velocity potential. Velocity potential is not a physical quantity
that can be measured, but is related to both pressure and particle velocity in
a time harmonic field in a static homogenous medium as follows
u = −∇φ
p = ρ0
∂φ
∂t
= jωρ0φ, (3.1)
where u is the particle velocity, p is the pressure, φ is the velocity potential,
t is time, ρ0 is the density of air, ω is the angular velocity, and j is the
imaginary unit.
However, modeling the phase information is not always necessary. Es-
pecially at high frequencies and in complex geometries where numerous
propagating waves with different phases are present, the phase-related ef-
fects are less significant. Thus, it is often sufficient to model the intensity,
which is related to the pressure and particle velocity as follows
I = pu∗, (3.2)
where u∗ stands for the complex conjugate of the particle velocity. Intensity
is a vector quantity, as is also particle velocity, that can be represented by
a direction and a magnitude. The direction corresponds to the direction of
an acoustic energy flux and the magnitude corresponds to intensity of the
energy flux.
3.1 Room Acoustic Rendering Equation
Publication [P3] presents an energy-based model for sound propagation in a
room. Since intensity is the modeled quantity, phase information cannot be
captured. The model is still strong since most geometrical room acoustics
modeling methods can be seen as special cases of the presented model.
An important part of the model is the reflection model, which is de-
fined by means of radiance and irradiance. Irradiance E(x,Ω) is the incident
power on point x on a surface from direction Ω, and radiance L(x,Ω) is the
radiant power per unit projected area per unit solid angle. These are dif-
ferential quantities related to the intensity, which can also be defined as the
incident power per surface area. The reflection model is represented by a
bidirectional reflectance distribution function
ρ(Ωi,Ωe; x) =
dL(x,Ωe)
dE(x,Ωi)
, (3.3)
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where Ωi and Ωe are the incident and outgoing directions of the radiant
power. The model is energy-based and allows only local reaction, but is
otherwise very flexible, since the distribution can be arbitrary.
On the other hand, the propagation of sound can be described by an op-
erator which takes into account the medium absorption and the propagation
delay:
Sˆ rI(t) = eαrS rI(t) = eαrI
(
t − r
c
)
, (3.4)
where Sˆ r is the propagation operator, S r is the corresponding operator for
non-absorptive medium, α is the absorption coefficient, r is the distance
from the source, and c the speed of sound. The operator is linear and the
medium absorption can be separated, so that when the operator is applied
several times, the absorption and delay part can be calculated separately
and combined in the end. Thus, in the following discussion the medium
absorption is ignored.
The effects of geometry on the sound propagation can be derived by
examining the differential quantities in the case of radiation between two
surface points. Let there be an infitesimal area dAx around point x. The
differential solid angle covered by that area as seen from point y is
dΩ =
dAx cos θo
|x − y|2 , (3.5)
where θo is the angle between the surface normal at point x and the out-
going radiance. Let the direction of the corresponding irradiance arriving
at y be denoted Ωi. The differential radiance reflected from y to direction
Ωe is according to the definition of the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function
dL(y,Ωe) = ρ(Ωi,Ωe; y)dE(y,Ωi). (3.6)
The differential irradiance arriving at point y can be expressed as
dE(y,Ωi) = S |x−y|L(x,−Ωi) cos θidΩ. (3.7)
Combining the three equations above gives
dL(y,Ωe) = ρ(Ωi,Ωe; y)S |x−y|L(x,−Ωi) cos θi cos θo dAx|x − y|2 . (3.8)
The effects of geometry can be collected into a geometry term
g(x, y) = cos θi cos θo
S |x−y|
|x − y|2 (3.9)
and the reflected differential radiance is written as
dL(y,Ωe) = ρ(Ωi,Ωe; y)g(x, y)L(x,−Ωi)dAx. (3.10)
Let V(x, y) be a visibility function which is one when the path from point x
to point y is unobstructed and zero otherwise. Then one can write a reflec-
tion kernel
R(x, y,Ωe) = V(x, y)ρ (Ωi,Ωe, y) g(x, y). (3.11)
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Integrating over all the surfaces G the reflected differential radiance and
utilizing the reflection kernel, the room acoustic rendering equation can be
written:
L(y,Ωe) = L0(y,Ωe) +
∮
G
R(x, y,Ωe)L(x,−Ωi)dx, (3.12)
where L0(y,Ωe) is the radiance irradiated by the surface itself at point y in
direction Ωe. The integral notation refers to integrating over whole surface
area by using some two-dimensional parametrization. A Neumann series
solution to this equation can be written as
Ln+1(y,Ωe) =
∮
G
R(x, y,Ωe)Ln(x,−Ωe)dx
L(y,Ωe) =
∞∑
n=0
Ln(y,Ωe). (3.13)
This formulation can be seen as a reflection-iterative solution to the room
acoustics rendering equation.
Most geometrical room acoustics modeling methods can be seen as spe-
cial cases of the presented model. In image source-based methods, the bidi-
rectional reflectance distribution function is such that it is non-zero only in
the specular direction. In the acoustic radiosity methods, the function is a
constant. In ray-tracing techniques, the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function corresponds to the probability distribution of the direction of the
reflected rays at the surfaces.
3.2 Acoustic Radiance Transfer Technique
The room acoustic rendering equation can be discretized to derive an
element-based modeling algorithm called acoustic radiance transfer tech-
nique. The surface of the geometric model is divided into N patches. Then
the Neumann series terms can be written as a sum of integrals over the
patches:
Ln+1(y,Ωe) =
N∑
i=1
∫
Ai
R(x, y,Ωe)Ln(x,−Ωe)dx. (3.14)
The left side of the equation can also be expressed for patches by using the
average reflected radiance,
Ln, j(Ωe) =
1
A j
∫
A j
Ln(y,Ωy)dy, (3.15)
which yields an approximation where the radiation is assumed invariant over
a patch
Ln+1, j(Ωe) =
1
A j
N∑
i=1
∫
A j
∫
Ai
R(x, y,Ωe)Ln,i(−Ωe)dxdy, (3.16)
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where x is on patch i and y is on patch j. The direction can also be dis-
cretized
Ln,k, j =
1∫
Φk
dΩ
∫
Φk
Ln, jdΩ, (3.17)
where Φk is the solid angle covered by the directional segment k. Then an
approximation where the radiation is assumed invariant over the directional
segment is
Ln+1, j,k =
1
A j
∫
Φk
dΩ
N∑
i=1
∫
Φk
∫
A j
∫
Ai
R(x, y,Ωe)Ln,i,Γi(−Ωe)dxdydΩe, (3.18)
where operator Γi(−Ωe) maps the direction −Ωe on patch i into a directional
segment index. This can be written in a clearer form by introducing the
discretized reflection kernel
Ri, j,k =
∫
Φk
∫
A j
∫
Ai
R(x, y,Ωe)dxdydΩe
A j
∫
Φk
dΩ
, (3.19)
which gives
Ln+1, j,k =
N∑
i=1
∑
l∈Ψ
Ri, j,kLn,i,l, (3.20)
where indices l ∈ Ψ correspond to a set of directional segment indices pro-
duced by the operator Γi(−Ωe) over the surface integrals. This operator is
piecewise constant over the patches, and since the integration is a linear
operator, the surface integrals can thus be expressed as a sum of constant
values over the regions where the integrand is constant.
This reflection iterative formulation allows the whole solution to be writ-
ten as
L j,k = L0, j,k +
∞∑
n=0
N∑
i=1
∑
l∈Ψ
Ri, j,kLn,i,l. (3.21)
The time dependence is implicitly modeled with the time delay operator in
the reflection kernel.
The acoustic radiance transfer method evaluates this sum directly. The
n = 0 values are determined by the direct radiance from the sound source,
which is reflected at the patches. Then the propagation of the radiation is
iterated for increasing values of n until the transfered radiance has attenuated
below a desired threshold. Finally, the radiance L j,k can be collected from
the patches to a listener.
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4 GEOMETRY REDUCTION
Publication [P1] describes a method for geometry reduction. It is based on
volumetric decomposition and remeshing of the surface geometry. The goal
of the presented algoritms is to preserve the most important acoustical prop-
erties, such as volume and absorption area, while significantly simplifying
the geometry. It is shown that the reduction process produces reasonably
good results even with relatively high reduction rates.
4.1 Algorithm
The room geometry is inserted in a hierarchical volumetric structure called
octree [144]. The smallest cell size in the octree is chosen according to
the size of the details to be preserved. The structure, but not the original
geometry, is used for reconstruction of the surface. This approach allows
topology simplification, which is necessary for more radical reduction rates.
For the reconstruction, a variant of the marching cubes algorithm [112]
is used. The marching cubes algorithm constructs an isosurface density from
values contained in a regular grid. Thus, the algorithm has to be modified
so that it can access the hierarchical structure of the octree and skip empty
cells. In addition, since there are no density values, the surface is placed
according to the occupancy information of the octree cells.
The result of the surface reconstruction phase is a surface consisting of
a large number of small polygons. The planar polygons are merged by us-
ing the algorithm by Hinker and Hansen [68]. Thus, the result is a surface
consisting of large polygons, and there are no details smaller than the di-
mensions of the smallest octree cells.
4.2 Evaluation and Results
The quality of the results produced by the geometry reduction algorithm
was tested in the case of the concert hall model pictured in Fig. 4.1. Room
acoustic parameters such as early decay time (EDT), clarity (C80), defini-
tion (D50), sound pressure level (SPL), center time (TS), and lateral fraction
(LF) were extracted using the room acoustics prediction software ODEON.
The results, found in publication [P1], show that the acoustic properties are
preserved in up to 80 % reduction rates.
The computation times of the reduction were tested with a larger model
and the results for the different reduction rates are shown in Table 4.1. It can
be seen that the reduction is efficient enough to be used interactively, e.g.,
when designing concert halls. In addition, coarser models can be achieved
more quickly.
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Table 4.1: Reduction times with different volume raster resolutions. The
reduction algorithm was run on a PC with a 2.8 GHz Pentium IV processor
and 1 GB of RAM. The original model consisted of 119434 polygons.
Reduction Topology simpl. Surface simpl. Total
(%) (s) (s) (s)
70.7 25 82 107
79.0 23 58 81
79.6 21 37 58
83.3 20 24 44
87.2 15 14 29
91.5 6 5 11
94.2 5 3 8
97.0 4 1 5
99.2 2 1 3
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5 PRECOMPUTATION
There are two different room acoustics modeling algorithms, each of which
can be used for different purposes, discussed as a result of this thesis.
The outputs of the algorithms are either specular reflection paths or time-
dependent energy responses. The final desired output is either room acoustic
parameters or auralized sound.
Publication [P2] describes an optimized beam tracing algorithm. The
output of the algorithm consists of specular reflection paths. In the precom-
putation phase, the goal is to construct a volumetric structure which signif-
icantly reduces the time required for run-time computations. This structure
is called a beam tree.
Publication [P3] presents the acoustic radiance transfer method. The
output of the algorithm is a time-dependent energy response from a source
to a receiver. The majority of the computation can be done without know-
ing the receiver position, which allows very fast run-time computation for
a moving listener. The precomputed data consists of time- and angle-
dependent energy responses on surface patches.
In theory, it would be possible to precompute only the acoustic trans-
fer matrix between the surface patches in acoustic radiance transfer tech-
nique. When an interaction matrix F for one reflection is computed, the
total element-wise transfer matrix A could be computed as
A =
∞∑
n=1
Fn. (5.1)
Then the total response b from a source to a receiver could be computed as
b = sArT, (5.2)
where vector s contains the responses from the source to the elements and
vector r contains the responses from the elements to the receiver. Here, the
element-wise multiplication should be understood as convolution between
the responses. Thus, the sound source could also be moving since sending an
impulse from the source to the elements would be a fast operation. However,
memory requirements set limits to the matrix size and, in practice, the sound
source has to be fixed, resulting in a precomputed vector
c = sA, (5.3)
which takes less memory than the matrix.
5.1 Beam Tree Computation
In the beam tracing algorithm, the visibility information is precomputed
and stored in a beam tree. First, the geometry is inserted in a binary space
partitioning (BSP) tree for efficient queries to the geometry. Then, the first
level of the tree is constructed by creating cones such that the apex is the
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Figure 5.1: Models used in the performance tests: a) box, b) simple room,
c) regular room, d) complex room, e) concert hall, and f) auditorium.
source and bases are the polygons. The beams are defined by the planes that
intersect both the source and each edge of the base polygon. To construct
the next level, the source is mirrored at the planes of each polygon to create
an image source. Then the original beams are also reflected at those planes
and split so that a new beam is created for each polygon intersecting the
reflected beam. These new beams are defined by the planes intersecting the
image source and the base polygon edges. The base polygons are clipped
against the beam for the beam plane construction, but the clipped polygons
are not saved. The beams are further reflected level by level until the desired
reflection depth is reached. Only the polygon indices are saved for each
beam, which leads to a compact presentation of the beam tree.
For simple models, the precomputation can be done very efficiently. The
precomputation times were tested with the six different models shown in
Fig. 5.1. The corresponding polygon counts and precomputation times are
listed in Table 5.1.
5.2 Acoustic Energy Transfer
The acoustic radiance transfer method is an element-based technique which
traces the energy sent by a sound source. The elements are patches of the
surface of the room. The dimensions of an element are assumed to be small
compared to the distances to the other elements. Thus, the interaction be-
tween two elements can approximately be described by an attenuation factor
and a time delay. The attenuation factor takes into account the air absorp-
tion [8], attenuation by distance, as well as geometric considerations such
as occlusion. The time delay is the time it takes for sound to travel from
one patch to another. Similar computations can be performed for source-
to-patch and patch-to-receiver interactions. Some error results from the fact
that the aforementioned assumption does not hold between nearby patches.
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Table 5.1: For each of the six test models, the precalculation was performed
for the 1st–6th reflection orders. The beam tree took too much memory
with higher-order reflections in some models, which is why the results are
not given in such cases.
Model Polyg. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
Cube 6 0.0001 0.0005 0.0022 0.010 0.030 0.0525
Simple R. 438 0.0033 0.130 1.57 12.41 85.99 449
Regular R. 1190 0.0094 0.950 20.93 294 - -
Complex R. 5635 0.047 4.96 77.0 549 2824 -
Concert H. 12115 0.130 12.5 325 - - -
Auditorium 14472 0.143 91.2 - - - -
However, if the patches are small enough, the temporal spreading is neglible.
In addition, more acccurate formulas or Monte-Carlo sampling can be used
for the form factor computation to minimize the error.
The result of shooting energy from a sound source to the elements ac-
cording to the attenuation coefficient and the delay is that every element has
an energy value stored for one moment in time. In addition, this energy
value should be multiplied by the reflection coefficient of the material of the
element. The reflection coefficient might be direction-dependent and thus
different values must be stored for different directions.
Then, gathering the direction-dependent energy values from the ele-
ments to a receiver according to the attenuation coefficient and the delay
results in time-dependent energy responses at the receiver. This would rep-
resent the first-order reflections from the room surfaces.
However, it is possible to shoot the energy responses from one element
to another. Shooting the energy once from all elements to all other elements
and storing also the new reflectance-weighted energy contribution would re-
sult in storing the first two orders of reflections at the elements. Similarly,
higher order reflections can be modeled by repeating the shooting process
and accumulating the results at the elements. Eventually, the elements con-
tain time-dependent responses which correspond to the energy reflected by
the elements. Gathering the responses from the elements to a receiver yields
a full energy response from the source to the receiver.
The acoustics energy transfer matrix elements are the attenuation factor
– time delay pairs for each pair of model elements. In the precomputation,
the power series of the acoustics transfer matrix can be computed and mul-
tiplied by the source projection vector, the result being an acoustic transfer
vector. The elements of the acoustic transfer vector correspond to the energy
responses on the elements.
Table 5.2 contains computation times on a PC with a Pentium IV 2.8
GHz processor and 1024 MB RAM for the geometries presented in [15],
see Fig. 5.2. The extraction of the final responses is included in the times
and in this case the goal was to compute acoustic parameters.
On the other hand, the precomputation can be done in the frequency
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Figure 5.2: Performance of the computation of the acoustics radiance trans-
fer evaluated in three different room geometries with 90, 378, and 986
patches.
domain, and then the goal is real-time auralization. The precomputation
is practically the same as before, but discrete Fourier transforms of the re-
sponses are used instead of time-domain responses. The room models used
as test cases in the frequency domain computation are shown in Fig. 5.3.
The precomputation times are shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Computation times for each octave band with phase 1, phase 2,
and phase 3 geometries consisting of 90, 378, and 986 patches, respectively,
using angular resolution of 30 degrees for both azimuth and elevation angles,
and a time resolution of 1 ms. The length of the response is 1.0 s, and
the energy level for convergence is set to 10−4 of the initial energy, which
corresponds to 40 dB attenuation. Double precision is used for floating
points.
Octave Band Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
125 Hz 5 min 33 s 24 min 42 s 1 h 41 min 43 s
250 Hz 5 min 28 s 31 min 13 s 2 h 13 min 5 s
500 Hz 5 min 28 s 28 min 57 s 2 h 26 min 25 s
1 kHz 5 min 27 s 24 min 7 s 2 h 10 min 25 s
2 kHz 5 min 14 s 27 min 32 s 2 h 26 min 56 s
4 kHz 4 min 36 s 23 min 50 s 2 h 7 min 58 s
Figure 5.3: Performance of the precomputation of the frequency domain
acoustics radiance transfer evaluated in four different room geometries: a
cube (12 patches), a corridor model (256 patches), a small hall model (243
patches) and a concert hall model (1176 patches).
Table 5.3: Pre-computation times for the frequency domain acoustic radi-
ance transfer. The number of iterations was set to 100 times the number of
patches.
Model Patches Initial Shooting Iter. Propagation
(s)
Cube 12 0.03 14 min 56 s
Corridor 256 0.99 10 h 7 min 17 s
Small hall 243 1.02 3 h 7 min 5 s
Concert Hall 1176 7.15 99 h 15 min 32 s
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6 RUN-TIME COMPUTATION
Publication [P2] presents path validation optimizations for the beam tracing
algorithm which speed up the run-time computation. The utilization of the
transfer matrices for acoustics radiance transfer technique can be found in
publication [P3]. Finally, implementation of a real-time auralization system
utilizing the GPU is described in publication [P4].
6.1 Path Validation Optimization
Since occlusion was not taken into account, the reflection paths produced
with the beam tracing algorithm must be validated. The beams could have
been clipped against the occluding objects to produce only valid paths in the
first place. Unfortunately, that would have caused the beam tree to branch
more, which slows down the calculation, and the accurate clipping is algo-
rithmically more complex. In addition, in the chosen approach most of the
path validation computation can eventually be avoided.
An important part of the validation is checking that the path, defined by
a start point, an end point, and reflection points in between, is inside the
beams. The beams are cones defined by a set of limiting planes. Thus the
computation involves checking on which side of a plane a reflection point
is. This can be done by computing the distance to each plane, and a negative
distance indicates that the point is on the backside of the plane and thus
out of the beam. Because the beam structure is hierarchical, if a point falls
outside a beam, the rest of the path in the rest of the branch below that beam
is invalid. Since the point is outside a beam, there must be a plane against
which the test failed. The idea of the optimization is to propagate that plane
down the beam tree by mirroring it at the surfaces one by one like beams
or image sources. Then, at each lower level the mirrored plane corresponds
to the plane against which the path would eventually be tested at a higher
level and testing against it at a lower level corresponds reordering the tests
so that the higher level test is performed earlier. Then, when testing other
paths in the same branch, the plane that has caused a path to be invalid
earlier, is likely to cause the path to be detected invalid again, and this can
be done early in the process without the need to traverse the tree further.
This optimization saves a lot of futile computation.
Another related optimization for a moving listener is that the beams are
grouped in “buckets”, and if all paths through the beams in a bucket prove
to be invalid, then the distances to all the planes that caused the path to
be invalid are computed. The shortest distance determines the radius of a
sphere and while the listener is inside this sphere, all the paths in the bucket
are invalid and no additional computation is required.
The same models were tested as in the precomputation phase. The per-
formance results are listed in Table 6.1. It can be seen that the optimizations
speed up the computation significantly and real-time modeling of a moving
listener is possible in relatively complex room models.
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Table 6.1: For each test model reflections up to the third order were calcu-
lated, except for the auditorium model for which only second order refle-
tions could be calculated, while the listener was moving along a predefined
path around the source. The average number of reflections (Refl.) as well as
the calculation time for the algorithm are given without optimizations (Un-
opt.), with fail plane (FP) optimization only, and with both the fail plane
optimization and skip spheres (FP + SS). For the optimizations, the speed-
up factors are given in parenthesis.
Model Polyg. Refl. Unopt. FP FP + SS
(s) (s) (s)
Cube 6 63.0 0.0014 0.0008 (1.75) 0.0008 (1.00)
Simple R. 438 45.5 0.358 0.009 (39.8) 0.004 (1.50)
Regular R. 1190 34.1 3.03 0.057 (53.2) 0.019 (3.00)
Complex R. 5635 28.5 5.29 0.114 (46.4) 0.048 (2.38)
Concert H. 12115 35.8 38.2 0.943 (40.5) 0.489 (1.93)
Auditorium 14472 8.78 21.1 0.475 (44.4) 0.229 (2.07)
6.2 Utilizing Transfer Matrices
The transfer matrices contain time-dependent responses for the interaction
between each pair of surface elements. Often the transfer matrices are too
large to fit in the memory and thus they are multiplied with the vector of the
source signals which have been propagated from the source to the elements.
Thus, the elements contain responses for the acoustics transfer from the
source to the elements.
The final phase involves gathering the responses from the elements to
the receiver. In addition to the regular distance attenuation and delay, there
might be a receiver detection pattern, such as HRTF, with which the incom-
ing responses must be convolved.
The responses can also be gathered for acoustic parameter computation
by using microphone directivities as detection patterns. This is demostrated
in a test case of a music recording studio used in the third round robin on
room acoustical computer simulation. This room was chosen since both
measured data [14] and predictions by other room acoustics algorithms [15]
exist. The comparison was done by using widely used room acoustical pa-
rameters which are the same as in the evaluation of the geometry reduction
method, but SPL is replaced by strength (G). Figures 6.1-6.3 show the re-
sults for phase 2 geometry in [15] (the corresponding figures in that publi-
cation are given in paranthesis).
6.3 Real-time Implementation on the GPU
The graphics processing units in modern computers are very efficient paral-
lel computers. Thus executing the same instruction for every element of a
large data vector can be performed quickly by giving each parallel proces-
sor a different element to process. The final phase of the acoustic radiance
transfer method is thus ideal for GPU processing, since it involves gathering
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Table 6.2: Run-time computation times for the test models illustrated in
Fig 5.3. The time used for accumulating the responses, the total time used
by the GPU including memory transfers, and the frame rate are shown.
Model Accumulation GPU total Update rate
(ms) (ms) (Hz)
Cube 4.31 26.3 30.1
Corridor 11.2 40.4 19.8
Small Hall 12.7 43.0 19.5
Concert Hall 61.5 138 6.10
the room responses from a large number of patches and applying an HRTF
model to each of them.
In the precomputation phase a time-dependent room energy response
for a fixed sound source was stored at each patch. These responses are
uploaded into the GPU memory. If the memory required by the responses
exceeds the GPU memory capabilities, the GPU memory is used as a cache
for the responses and it is updated by always keeping the most recently used
responses in the memory.
The listener can move during the run-time which should be reflected in
the auralized sound. Thus, the parameters for each patch are re-computed
regularly. These parameters include the distance to the listener, the air ab-
sorption, and the index of the direction-dependent patch response to use in
the computation. These can be computed quickly, and the processing is per-
formed on the CPU. The parameters are also uploaded to the GPU memory.
The GPU processing is then invoked while the CPU can continue to pro-
cess new input. In the GPU kernel, each processor takes a small block of
the responses and performs the required operations on it. Then the blocks
are accumulated in two output responses, one for each ear. The operations
include upsampling the responses since the output sample rate is higher than
the sample rate of the patch responses, scaling and delaying the responses
according to the parameters, and finally convolving them with the HRTF
responses. Since the processing is performed with frequency domain re-
sponses, the convolution is transformed into a multiplication which can be
done efficiently. The output responses are written back to the CPU memory.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the process.
Finally, there is a signal processing thread that takes one block of the
input sound stream, applies the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to it, mul-
tiplies it with the output responses of the GPU computation, and takes an
inverse DFT of the two responses. This yields auralized blocks of sound
for both ears. The continuous output stream is constructed by using the
overlap-add approach to the blocks.
The run-time computation times for the same models as used in the pre-
computation phase are listed in Table 6.2, showing that the performance is
within the limits of an interactive rate even with the most complex model.
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Figure 6.4: Computation pipeline in the GPU kernel. The operations in the
outer loop are performed once every 256 samples, while the operations in
the inner loop are performed for every sample. Note that the shared memory
is used as a cache for global data so that slow global memory reads and
writes can be avoided in the inner loop. Texture memory is automatically
cached which makes texture reads fast.
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7 SUMMARY
The goal of the thesis has been to show that real-time auralization utilizing
physics-based room acoustics modeling techniques is possible in relatively
complex rooms with arbitrary material properties. A method for reducing
the room geometries has been introduced in addition to novel room acoustic
modeling techniques. It has been shown that most of the modeling can be
done as precomputation, which allows fast run-time computation, possibly
utilizing the GPU. However, there is still room for future research.
7.1 Main Results of the Thesis
The main results of the thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A geometry simplification algorithm for producing lower detail level
room geometry for acoustics modeling
• Analysis of the optimized beam tracing algorithm showing its appli-
cability to real-time room acoustics modeling
• The acoustic radiance transfer method, based on the room acoustics
rendering equation, which is capable of modeling arbitrary reflections
and late reverberation
• A real-time auralization system for interactive walk-throughs in com-
plex room models utilizing the acoustic radiance transfer method im-
plemented partially on the GPU
7.2 Future Work
There remains plenty of research related to the topics presented in this thesis.
Some of the possible topics are:
• Improving the geometry reduction by taking into account the original
surface orientations
• Improving the bucket construction in the beam tracing algorithm
• Finding additional optimizations to the beam tracing technique based
on the path coherence
• Physics-based construction of new reflection models for the acoustic
radiance transfer method
• Diffraction modeling with the acoustic radiance transfer method
• Modeling multiple sound sources in the acoustic radiance transfer
method
• Applying compression to the precomputed responses in the acoustic
radiance transfer method
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8 SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE
AUTHOR
The publications included in this thesis have not previously formed part of
another thesis. The main results of the thesis and the author’s contributions
can be summarized as follows.
Publication [P1]
A method for reducing the geometry of room models used in acoustics mod-
eling is presented. The topology of the room is simplified in a process where
the model is first decomposed into a volumetric structure. The surfaces
are reconstructed by utilizing this structure and subsequently simplified by
merging coplanar regions. The results of the method are verified by extract-
ing room acoustical attributes from the original and reduced models with
the ODEON room acoustics modeling software. It is shown that the most
important acoustic properties have been preserved, even with relatively high
reduction rates.
The author designed and implemented the algorithm, ran the reductions
for the test models, and wrote 75 % of the paper. Dr. Tapio Lokki was
responsible for computing the acoustic attributes of the test models with the
ODEON software and writing the results section of the paper.
Publication [P2]
An optimized beam tracing algorithm for finding and efficiently updating
specular reflection paths for a moving listener is presented. This algo-
rithm performs well even with complex, lightly occluded room models.
It is shown that even a moving sound source can be modeled at interac-
tive rates with moderate model complexity. The proposed optimizations are
based on the concept of a propagated fail plane. Utilizing the optimization
techniques allows returning the negative results for validated paths quickly.
Because most of the results are negative, this speeds up the computation
significantly. The bucketing optimization utilizes the local coherence in the
validation results. Together these optimizations can give a two-orders-of-
magnitude speed-up compared to the unoptimized algorithm.
The optimizations were invented by Dr. Samuli Laine. He also imple-
mented the original optimized algorithm. The author modified the algorithm
so that it could be better used with acoustic spaces. He also did the perfor-
mance analysis and wrote 90 % of the paper.
Publication [P3]
An integral equation generalizing a variety of known geometrical room
acoustics modeling algorithms is presented. Based on the room acoustic
rendering equation, an acoustic radiance transfer method, which can han-
dle both diffuse and nondiffuse reflections, is derived. In a case study, the
method is used to predict several acoustic parameters of a room model. The
results are compared to measured data of the actual room and to the results
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given by other room acoustic prediction software. It is concluded that the
method can predict most room acoustic parameters reliably and provides re-
sults as accurate as current commercial room acoustic prediction software.
The room acoustics rendering equation and its special cases were first
presented in Sami Kiminki’s M.Sc. thesis [86]. The author designed and
implemented the acoustic radiance transfer method, ran the test cases, did
the analysis, and wrote 90 % of the paper.
Publication [P4]
A method for modeling room acoustics and auralizing the results in real
time with a moving listener is presented. The acoustics modeling is based
on the acoustic radiance transfer technique. The novel idea of implementing
this technique in the frequency domain allows modeling all frequencies at
once as the time domain technique required separate runs for each frequency
band. Since the auralization of the results requires scaling, adding, and
delaying responses as well as convolving them with head-related impulse
responses, the massive parallel computation capacity of modern graphics
hardware is utilized. Thus, realistic interactive walk-throughs are possible
in typical room models with a stationary source.
The author has done all the technical work and 90 % of the writing for
this publication. The technical work includes deriving the theoretical basis,
designing and implementing the algorithm, and running the test cases and
analysing the results.
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